IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, INC., et al.,
Plaintiffs,
-vsSTATE OF IDAHO, et al.,
Defendants.
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)
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Case No. CV OC 9700724D

The case caption in ATA v. State is shown above. The American Trucking Association’s complaint was that Idaho law discriminated against interstate commerce because it
charged certain categories of heavy vehicles reduced fees and those classes of vehicles
were primarily intrastate vehicles while interstate vehicles were more likely to pay full
fees. The full fees were set out in the old version of section 43-434(8); categories of vehicles that paid reduced fees were set out in the old version of section 43-434(9). Farm
vehicles, log and pulp haulers, ore haulers, sand and gravel haulers, livestock haulers, and
milk haulers paid the reduced fee. The theory behind the reduced fees was that these
vehicles were likely to be empty on a backhaul and would not put their maximum gross
weight on the road about half of the time. The district court did not accept this legal
theory and declared the difference in fees to be an unconstitutional discrimination against
interstate commerce and held that interstate truckers were entitled to refunds in the tens
of millions of dollars. The case settled contingent upon the Legislature enacting new fees
that did not single out these categories of vehicles for favorable treatment.
Section 7 of 2000 Senate Bill 1580, which was enacted into law as Chapter 418 of
the 2000 Session Laws, amended section 43-434 to eliminate the different fee schedules.
Section 1 set up an ATA lawsuit settlement fund; some other sections implemented these
changes while others addressed related problems. The House and Senate Transportation
Committees held a joint hearing to consider SB 1580 March 28, 2000. Its minutes provide further explanation.
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